
AbstractAbstract-Air Temperature is a fundamental measure of the Earth’s climate but is only measured at fixed -Air Temperature is a fundamental measure of the Earth’s climate but is only measured at fixed 
locations. Land surface temperature can be measured widely using satellites. To estimate air temperature (Ta) locations. Land surface temperature can be measured widely using satellites. To estimate air temperature (Ta) 
from the surface temperature (Ts) measured on the forested slopes of Kilimanjaro, four models with unique setsfrom the surface temperature (Ts) measured on the forested slopes of Kilimanjaro, four models with unique sets
of inputs were tested using five machine learning algorithms. The RMSE for each model was compared with a of inputs were tested using five machine learning algorithms. The RMSE for each model was compared with a 
benchmark model. Models and algorithms were ranked according to their RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) benchmark model. Models and algorithms were ranked according to their RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) 
The models and algorithms reliability and consistency ranking were calculated. The best model and algorithm The models and algorithms reliability and consistency ranking were calculated. The best model and algorithm 
were determined. Novel models results were compared with the benchmark model. All models outperformed were determined. Novel models results were compared with the benchmark model. All models outperformed 
the benchmark model in the consistency ranking while three out of four models outperformed the benchmark the benchmark model in the consistency ranking while three out of four models outperformed the benchmark 
model in the reliability ranking. Thus machine learning improves the estimation of air temperature in this model in the reliability ranking. Thus machine learning improves the estimation of air temperature in this 
forested environment.forested environment.
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11 IntroductionIntroduction
Kilimanjaro is  the  largest  and highest  free-standingKilimanjaro is  the  largest  and highest  free-standing
mountain in the world.  It  lies approximately on themountain in the world.  It  lies approximately on the
equator  with  a  base  lying  below  1000m  and  theequator  with  a  base  lying  below  1000m  and  the
summit at 5895m. The landscape is naturally dividedsummit at 5895m. The landscape is naturally divided
into several vegetation zones according to elevation.into several vegetation zones according to elevation.
The forest zone extends from 1800 to 3000 m [1] andThe forest zone extends from 1800 to 3000 m [1] and
is  the  focus  of  this  study.  Other  zones  on  theis  the  focus  of  this  study.  Other  zones  on  the
mountain  (from  highest  elevations  downwards)mountain  (from  highest  elevations  downwards)
include  the  summit  ice-fields,  alpine  desert,include  the  summit  ice-fields,  alpine  desert,
moorland,  giant  heather,  cultivated land and finallymoorland,  giant  heather,  cultivated land and finally
the  urban  zone.  Many  of  these  ecosystems  havethe  urban  zone.  Many  of  these  ecosystems  have
attracted much attention because of their high impactattracted much attention because of their high impact
on local and regional climate change.on local and regional climate change.

The  core  problem  associated  with  current  climateThe  core  problem  associated  with  current  climate
change  is  the  build  up  of  carbon  dioxide  in  thechange  is  the  build  up  of  carbon  dioxide  in  the
atmosphere. Forests play two unrivaled roles in thisatmosphere. Forests play two unrivaled roles in this
respect.  First,  they  remove  around  30%  of  carbonrespect.  First,  they  remove  around  30%  of  carbon
emissions released into the atmosphere due to fossilemissions released into the atmosphere due to fossil
fuel burning, and second they store large reserves offuel burning, and second they store large reserves of
carbon, amounting to double the amount of carbon incarbon, amounting to double the amount of carbon in
the atmosphere [2].the atmosphere [2].

Cloud forests  such as  those on the lower  slopes  ofCloud forests  such as  those on the lower  slopes  of
Kilimanjaro  also  play  another  important  role  moreKilimanjaro  also  play  another  important  role  more
locally  in  encouraging  cloud  formation,  collectinglocally  in  encouraging  cloud  formation,  collecting
cloud  water  and  distributing  it  around  the  localcloud  water  and  distributing  it  around  the  local

watershed, enriching the surrounding ecosystem andwatershed, enriching the surrounding ecosystem and
providing a habitat for rare species [3].providing a habitat for rare species [3].

Air temperature is one of the most important variablesAir temperature is one of the most important variables
in the quantification of climate change [4][5][6] andin the quantification of climate change [4][5][6] and
many studies  have suggested that  mountain regionsmany studies  have suggested that  mountain regions
are  warming  faster  than  other  locations.  Thisare  warming  faster  than  other  locations.  This
phenomenon of elevation dependent warming (EDW)phenomenon of elevation dependent warming (EDW)
has been the subject of much research [4][7][8]. Thehas been the subject of much research [4][7][8]. The
increase  in  air  temperature  during  the  past  decadesincrease  in  air  temperature  during  the  past  decades
has not only led to the retreat of glaciers on the upperhas not only led to the retreat of glaciers on the upper
slopes  of  Kilimanjaro  but  has  also  contributedslopes  of  Kilimanjaro  but  has  also  contributed
towards  wild  fires  that  have  destroyed  nearly  onetowards  wild  fires  that  have  destroyed  nearly  one
third of Kilimanjaro’s forest cover [3]. Arguably thisthird of Kilimanjaro’s forest cover [3]. Arguably this
has  a  more  extensive  overall  impact  on  the  wholehas  a  more  extensive  overall  impact  on  the  whole
Kilimanjaro ecosystem than retreating glaciers.  ThisKilimanjaro ecosystem than retreating glaciers.  This
highlights  the  importance  of  obtaining  reliablehighlights  the  importance  of  obtaining  reliable
estimates of air  temperature in the forested zone ofestimates of air  temperature in the forested zone of
Kilimanjaro.Kilimanjaro.

The standard  method to measure  air  temperature  isThe standard  method to measure  air  temperature  is
directly  at  weather  stations  at  2m height  above thedirectly  at  weather  stations  at  2m height  above the
surface. There are problems with this approach. Thesurface. There are problems with this approach. The
measurement is valid only for the precise location ofmeasurement is valid only for the precise location of
the  weather  station  and not  a  large  area.  Mountainthe  weather  station  and not  a  large  area.  Mountain
regions in particular are often inaccessible and sufferregions in particular are often inaccessible and suffer
from  a  lack  of  weather  stations.  The  unevenfrom  a  lack  of  weather  stations.  The  uneven
distribution  of  stations,  changes  in  instrumentdistribution  of  stations,  changes  in  instrument
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exposure times, and the lack of long time series andexposure times, and the lack of long time series and
continuous  records  at  all  stations,  are  some  of  thecontinuous  records  at  all  stations,  are  some  of  the
other problems with weather station data. This data isother problems with weather station data. This data is
therefore not always available and has  limited spatialtherefore not always available and has  limited spatial
coverage.coverage.

The introduction of satellites has made it possible toThe introduction of satellites has made it possible to
measure the temperature of the Earth’s surface overmeasure the temperature of the Earth’s surface over
large  areas.  These  data  are  nearly  always  availablelarge  areas.  These  data  are  nearly  always  available
and have extensive spatial coverage in contrast withand have extensive spatial coverage in contrast with
air  temperature  measurements  that  are  limited  toair  temperature  measurements  that  are  limited  to
weather stations.weather stations.

Using surface temperature measured by satellites (Ts)Using surface temperature measured by satellites (Ts)
to  estimate  air  temperature  (Ta)  is  therefore  anto  estimate  air  temperature  (Ta)  is  therefore  an
ongoing focus of research in climate change studiesongoing focus of research in climate change studies
[1][9][10][11]. There are differences between the two[1][9][10][11]. There are differences between the two
variables. Surface temperature is highly dependent onvariables. Surface temperature is highly dependent on
the  surface  type  and  changes  rapidly  in  space  andthe  surface  type  and  changes  rapidly  in  space  and
time  as  the  surface  heats  and  cools  in  response  totime  as  the  surface  heats  and  cools  in  response  to
solar  radiation.  The  air  temperature  shows  moresolar  radiation.  The  air  temperature  shows  more
stability  and,  although  measured  at  a  fixed  point,stability  and,  although  measured  at  a  fixed  point,
could be argued to be representative of the local meancould be argued to be representative of the local mean
temperature.temperature.

To  model  the  non-linear  and  complex  relationshipTo  model  the  non-linear  and  complex  relationship
between Ta and Ts, machine learning algorithms are abetween Ta and Ts, machine learning algorithms are a
promising  option  compared  with  other  statisticalpromising  option  compared  with  other  statistical
methods and are investigated in this paper. The nextmethods and are investigated in this paper. The next
sections  will  cover  past  studies,  methodology,  datasections  will  cover  past  studies,  methodology,  data
collection, data analysis, results and conclusions.collection, data analysis, results and conclusions.

22 Past StudiesPast Studies

2.12.1 Climate ChangeClimate Change
There  have  been  many  attempts  to  derive  airThere  have  been  many  attempts  to  derive  air
temperature from the surface temperature in differenttemperature from the surface temperature in different
environments. These include [9] in the Arctic, [10] inenvironments. These include [9] in the Arctic, [10] in
Canada and Alaska, [11] in Russia and China, [4] onCanada and Alaska, [11] in Russia and China, [4] on
the Tibetan Plateau in western China, [5] in Portugal,the Tibetan Plateau in western China, [5] in Portugal,
[1] and [6] in Africa. Not all of these have specifically[1] and [6] in Africa. Not all of these have specifically
focused  on  high  mountain  environments  where  thefocused  on  high  mountain  environments  where  the
difference  between air  and  surface  temperature  candifference  between air  and  surface  temperature  can
become instantaneously large due to intense radiationbecome instantaneously large due to intense radiation
at high elevations. They also cover a wide range ofat high elevations. They also cover a wide range of
different  vegetation  zones  including  forests,  desertsdifferent  vegetation  zones  including  forests,  deserts
and snow covered landscapes. In all cases it is mostand snow covered landscapes. In all cases it is most
common to  build  regression  models  to  estimate  aircommon to  build  regression  models  to  estimate  air
temperature  from  surface  temperature.  Althoughtemperature  from  surface  temperature.  Although
regression models are a solid framework for modelingregression models are a solid framework for modeling
and have been widely applied in the references above,and have been widely applied in the references above,
the introduction of new machine learning algorithmsthe introduction of new machine learning algorithms
to the research environment in recent years presentsto the research environment in recent years presents
an alternative approach that needs to be evaluated.an alternative approach that needs to be evaluated.

2.22.2 Machine LearningMachine Learning
The  application  of  machine  learning  algorithms  inThe  application  of  machine  learning  algorithms  in
climate science and weather forecasting goes back toclimate science and weather forecasting goes back to
the  works  of  [12]  and  [13]  who  investigated  thethe  works  of  [12]  and  [13]  who  investigated  the
application  of  Expert  Systems  (ES)  and  Artificialapplication  of  Expert  Systems  (ES)  and  Artificial
Neural Network (ANN) respectively.Neural Network (ANN) respectively.
Machine  learning  has  also  been  applied  to  theMachine  learning  has  also  been  applied  to  the
prediction  of  air  temperature  from  surfaceprediction  of  air  temperature  from  surface
temperature but in a limited way. The research paperstemperature but in a limited way. The research papers
[14], [15], [16], [17], and [18] all use ANN (Artificial[14], [15], [16], [17], and [18] all use ANN (Artificial
Neural  Networks)  for  this  purpose.  However,  otherNeural  Networks)  for  this  purpose.  However,  other
machine  learning  algorithms  including  ANFISmachine  learning  algorithms  including  ANFIS
(Adaptive  Neuro  Fuzzy  Systems)  have  been  so  far(Adaptive  Neuro  Fuzzy  Systems)  have  been  so  far
restricted to weather forecastingrestricted to weather forecasting  applications and haveapplications and have
not been used to estimate air temperature from surfacenot been used to estimate air temperature from surface
temperature in a climate context. These past researchtemperature in a climate context. These past research
examples  also  commonly  used  variable  types  otherexamples  also  commonly  used  variable  types  other
than  Ta  and  Ts  to  estimate  air  temperature.  Thethan  Ta  and  Ts  to  estimate  air  temperature.  The
combination  of  a  wide  variety  of  machine  learningcombination  of  a  wide  variety  of  machine  learning
algorithms  with  the  core  variables  could  present  aalgorithms  with  the  core  variables  could  present  a
simple  but  equally  efficient  approach  to  thesimple  but  equally  efficient  approach  to  the
estimation  of  air  temperature  from  surfaceestimation  of  air  temperature  from  surface
temperature.temperature.

2.32.3 SummarySummary
Past research on the application of machine learningPast research on the application of machine learning
algorithms  in  the  estimation  of  air  temperature  isalgorithms  in  the  estimation  of  air  temperature  is
limited to a few algorithms.  This research thereforelimited to a few algorithms.  This research therefore
will  evaluate  the  application  of  several  machinewill  evaluate  the  application  of  several  machine
learning algorithms using only the two core variables,learning algorithms using only the two core variables,
namely surface temperature (Ts) and air temperaturenamely surface temperature (Ts) and air temperature
(Ta)  to  present  a  novel  and  simple  but  efficient(Ta)  to  present  a  novel  and  simple  but  efficient
approach to  the  estimation  of  air  temperature  fromapproach to  the  estimation  of  air  temperature  from
surface temperature.surface temperature.

33 Research MethodologyResearch Methodology
Modeling  of  large  scale,  complex,  non-linear,  ill-Modeling  of  large  scale,  complex,  non-linear,  ill-
defined, and uncertain systems such as climate changedefined, and uncertain systems such as climate change
systems has been a prime concern for a long time.systems has been a prime concern for a long time.
The application of machine learning (ML) algorithmsThe application of machine learning (ML) algorithms
such  as  fuzzy  systems  and  neural  networks  havesuch  as  fuzzy  systems  and  neural  networks  have
opened a path for more ML algorithms to be testedopened a path for more ML algorithms to be tested
and  used  in  this  field.  Five  main  algorithms  wereand  used  in  this  field.  Five  main  algorithms  were
employed in this study (described below).employed in this study (described below).

3.3.1   1   ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy System)ANFIS (Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy System)
ANFIS  is  an  implementation  of  a  FIS  (FuzzyANFIS  is  an  implementation  of  a  FIS  (Fuzzy
Inference  System)  on  top  of  the  architecture  of  anInference  System)  on  top  of  the  architecture  of  an
ANN  (Artificial  Neural  Network)  combining  theANN  (Artificial  Neural  Network)  combining  the
power  of  a  fuzzy  rule  base  with  the  learningpower  of  a  fuzzy  rule  base  with  the  learning
capability  of  neural  networks.  For  a  discussion  seecapability  of  neural  networks.  For  a  discussion  see
[19].[19].
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figure 1: ANFIS architecture [20]figure 1: ANFIS architecture [20]

3.2   Linear Regression3.2   Linear Regression
Linear  regression  is  modelling  of  the  relationshipLinear  regression  is  modelling  of  the  relationship
between one or more linear independent variables tobetween one or more linear independent variables to
predict  a  dependent  variable.  The  basic  regressionpredict  a  dependent  variable.  The  basic  regression
model for one independent variable is in the form ofmodel for one independent variable is in the form of

y i=β0+β1+X i+ϵ i(1)[21](1)[21]

wherewhere y i  is the response variable in the  is the response variable in the i th trial trial

β0 and  and β1 are parameters are parameters

X i is a known constant (the value of the independent is a known constant (the value of the independent

variable in the variable in the i th trial) trial)

ϵi  is a random error is a random error

β0 and  and β1 are called regression coefficients. are called regression coefficients.

β1 is the slope of the regression line. is the slope of the regression line.

β0 is the Y-intercept of the regression line. is the Y-intercept of the regression line.

3.3   Polynomial Regression3.3   Polynomial Regression

Polynomial  multiple  regression  models  are  specialPolynomial  multiple  regression  models  are  special
cases of the general linear regression models that cancases of the general linear regression models that can
have  more  than  one  independent  variable  andhave  more  than  one  independent  variable  and
variables can take various powers. The general formvariables can take various powers. The general form
for one independent variable in second order is:for one independent variable in second order is:

Y i=β0+β1X i+β2X i
2
+ϵ i(2)[22](2)[22]

3.4   Support Vector Machine3.4   Support Vector Machine
SVM  is  one  of  the  most  popular  ML  algorithms,SVM  is  one  of  the  most  popular  ML  algorithms,
developed  by  [22].  It  was  packaged  as  LIBSVMdeveloped  by  [22].  It  was  packaged  as  LIBSVM
library by [23] to make application easier.library by [23] to make application easier.

figure 2: Support Vector Machinefigure 2: Support Vector Machine [24] [24]

SVM maps the input vectors into a high dimensionalSVM maps the input vectors into a high dimensional
feature space Z through non-linear mapping chosen afeature space Z through non-linear mapping chosen a
priori.  In  this  space  a  linear  decision  surface  ispriori.  In  this  space  a  linear  decision  surface  is
constructed with special properties that ensures highconstructed with special properties that ensures high
generalization ability of the network.generalization ability of the network.

3.5   Simple Regression Tree3.5   Simple Regression Tree
Regression  trees  are  a  type  of  decision  tree  thatRegression  trees  are  a  type  of  decision  tree  that
targets continuous variables. This algorithm builds atargets continuous variables. This algorithm builds a
tree to predict the output from various inputs. In thetree to predict the output from various inputs. In the
recursive  partitioning  mode.  The  space  isrecursive  partitioning  mode.  The  space  is
continuously divided into smaller areas that contain acontinuously divided into smaller areas that contain a
simple model, and therefore the global model has twosimple model, and therefore the global model has two
parts, the recursive partitioning and the simple model.parts, the recursive partitioning and the simple model.
The  regression  tree  uses  a  tree  to  represent  theThe  regression  tree  uses  a  tree  to  represent  the
recursive partitioning in which each cell or terminalrecursive partitioning in which each cell or terminal
node  contains  a  simple  model.  The  model  in  eachnode  contains  a  simple  model.  The  model  in  each
node is a constant estimate of the output.node is a constant estimate of the output.
  
If the points;If the points;

(X 1 ,Y 1) , (X2 ,Y 2 ) , ... (X c ,Y c ) are  all  theare  all  the

samples belonging to the leaf-node I. Then the modelsamples belonging to the leaf-node I. Then the model
for I is:for I is:

ŷ=
1
C

∑
i=1

c

y i(4)[25](4)[25]

44 Data Collection and AnalysisData Collection and Analysis

4.1 Data4.1 Data
The  full  data-set  consists  of  air  and  surfaceThe  full  data-set  consists  of  air  and  surface
temperatures recorded at 22 sites across Kilimanjarotemperatures recorded at 22 sites across Kilimanjaro
between 990 and 5803 m above sea level [26]. It hasbetween 990 and 5803 m above sea level [26]. It has
been used before by [1] in a preliminary comparisonbeen used before by [1] in a preliminary comparison
of air and surface temperatures across the mountain.of air and surface temperatures across the mountain.
In this study four sites within the  forest  zone wereIn this study four sites within the  forest  zone were
selected, one on the north-ease slope and three on theselected, one on the north-ease slope and three on the
south-west  slope  of  the  mountain.  The  range  ofsouth-west  slope  of  the  mountain.  The  range  of
elevation is from 1890 to 2745m.elevation is from 1890 to 2745m.

The air temperature (Ta) at each site is recorded usingThe air temperature (Ta) at each site is recorded using
an automatic data loggers (Hobo U23-001)an automatic data loggers (Hobo U23-001)  installedinstalled
in  a  radiation  shield  at  2  m  above  ground  level.in  a  radiation  shield  at  2  m  above  ground  level.
Observations were recorded as an instantaneous valueObservations were recorded as an instantaneous value
every 30 minutes.every 30 minutes.

The  Surface  temperature  (Ts)  is  retrieved  from theThe  Surface  temperature  (Ts)  is  retrieved  from the
Terra  satellite  and  consists  of  the  MODIS  productTerra  satellite  and  consists  of  the  MODIS  product
MOD11A2  which  provides  an  8-day  mean  surfaceMOD11A2  which  provides  an  8-day  mean  surface
temperature  at  1km  by  1km  resolution.  The  meantemperature  at  1km  by  1km  resolution.  The  mean
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time  of  the  satellite  overpasses  is  1030  local  solartime  of  the  satellite  overpasses  is  1030  local  solar
time (day) and 2230 local solar time (night).time (day) and 2230 local solar time (night).
For  comparison  with  Ts  the  mean air  temperaturesFor  comparison  with  Ts  the  mean air  temperatures
were  taken  at  1030  and  2230  EAT  (East  Africanwere  taken  at  1030  and  2230  EAT  (East  African
Time) averaged over the same 8 day periods as theTime) averaged over the same 8 day periods as the
surface temperature were usedsurface temperature were used..

4.2   Variables4.2   Variables
Five  variables  were  defined,  four  of  whichFive  variables  were  defined,  four  of  which
represented  day  (1030)  and  night  (2230)  air  andrepresented  day  (1030)  and  night  (2230)  air  and
surface  temperatures.  The  novel  variable  Ts  was∆surface  temperatures.  The  novel  variable  Ts  was∆
defined  as  the  difference  between  day  and  nightdefined  as  the  difference  between  day  and  night
surface  temperatures  (and  is  a  proxy  for  solarsurface  temperatures  (and  is  a  proxy  for  solar
radiation). Four variables were used as input and oneradiation). Four variables were used as input and one
variable was used as output (TaD)variable was used as output (TaD)..

VariablesVariables
Input/outputInput/output VariableVariable DescriptionDescription

outputoutput TaDTaD Air temperature of dayAir temperature of day

inputsinputs
TaNTaN Air temperature of nightAir temperature of night
TsDTsD Surface temperature of daySurface temperature of day
TsNTsN Surface temperature of nightSurface temperature of night
∆Ts∆Ts Solar radiationSolar radiation

=TsD - TsN=TsD - TsN

TTABLEABLE.1 V.1 VARIABLESARIABLES

4.3   Models4.3   Models
Using a benchmark model in machine learning is aUsing a benchmark model in machine learning is a
standard  way  of  evaluating/comparing  thestandard  way  of  evaluating/comparing  the
performance  of  novel  models  with  an  acceptedperformance  of  novel  models  with  an  accepted
standard.  The  benchmark  model  is  applied  to  ourstandard.  The  benchmark  model  is  applied  to  our
research data  and results  compared with the  resultsresearch data  and results  compared with the  results
from  the  novel  models.  The  benchmark  modelfrom  the  novel  models.  The  benchmark  model
simulation was based on research presented in [27], insimulation was based on research presented in [27], in
which  ANFIS  was  used  to  predict  air  temperature.which  ANFIS  was  used  to  predict  air  temperature.
The air temperature was used as input and output. TheThe air temperature was used as input and output. The
benchmark simulation used TaN as input and TaD asbenchmark simulation used TaN as input and TaD as
output.output.

Four  different  sets  of  inputs  as  four  novel  modelsFour  different  sets  of  inputs  as  four  novel  models
were evaluated for the first time to estimate daytimewere evaluated for the first time to estimate daytime
Ta.  Different  combinations  of  these  variables  eachTa.  Different  combinations  of  these  variables  each
have  a  meaning  in  the  context  of  climate  changehave  a  meaning  in  the  context  of  climate  change
studies (see table 2).studies (see table 2).

ModelsModels

ModelModel AcronymAcronym InputsInputs OutputOutput

Model-1Model-1 m1m1 TsN, TaN, TsDTsN, TaN, TsD TaDTaD

Model-2Model-2 m2m2 TsN, TsDTsN, TsD TaDTaD

Model-3Model-3 m3m3 TaN, TaN, ∆Ts∆Ts TaDTaD

Model-4Model-4 m4m4 ∆Ts∆Ts TaDTaD

Table.2Table.2 ModelsModels

4.4   K-fold Cross Validation4.4   K-fold Cross Validation
The  selection  of  4-fold  cross  validation  as  aThe  selection  of  4-fold  cross  validation  as  a
performance  metric  was  based  on  the  minimum ofperformance  metric  was  based  on  the  minimum of
data rows available for one-fold.data rows available for one-fold.

4.5   Data Sets4.5   Data Sets
The following naming conventions  and descriptionsThe following naming conventions  and descriptions
were used:were used:

 The  testing  data  set  contained  20%  of  theThe  testing  data  set  contained  20%  of  the
main data set and its objective was to test themain data set and its objective was to test the
generalizability  of  the  trained  and  crossgeneralizability  of  the  trained  and  cross
validated model with unseen data.validated model with unseen data.

 The learning data set  contained 80% of theThe learning data set  contained 80% of the
main data set from which the training (75%)main data set from which the training (75%)
and checking (25%) data sets were selectedand checking (25%) data sets were selected
for  4-fold  cross  validation  to  preventfor  4-fold  cross  validation  to  prevent
overfitting of the model. The average RMSEoverfitting of the model. The average RMSE
was  calculated  and  used  as  the  mainwas  calculated  and  used  as  the  main
performance metric for each model.performance metric for each model.

4.6   Data Preprocessing4.6   Data Preprocessing
Requirements  that  determined  data  per-processingRequirements  that  determined  data  per-processing
include:include:

 Two software were used. MATLAB ANFISTwo software were used. MATLAB ANFIS
GUI [28]  needed a  special  data  preparationGUI [28]  needed a  special  data  preparation
process.  KNIME  analytical  platform  [29]process.  KNIME  analytical  platform  [29]
used  the  same  data  files  prepared  forused  the  same  data  files  prepared  for
MATLAB.MATLAB.

 Machine learning analysis stages of training,Machine learning analysis stages of training,
checking,  and  testing  needed  different  datachecking,  and  testing  needed  different  data
sets prepared for each stage.sets prepared for each stage.

 K-fold  cross  validation:  4-fold  crossK-fold  cross  validation:  4-fold  cross
validation  selected  regarding  the  minimumvalidation  selected  regarding  the  minimum
number  of  data  rows  needed for  each  fold.number  of  data  rows  needed for  each  fold.
Data  needed  to  be  prepared  for  each  foldData  needed  to  be  prepared  for  each  fold
individually.individually.

 Variables  needed  to  be  extracted  from  theVariables  needed  to  be  extracted  from  the
main data files.main data files.

 Novel  models  with  different  inputs  neededNovel  models  with  different  inputs  needed
separate data sets.separate data sets.

55 Simulation ResultsSimulation Results

5.1   Models RMSE5.1   Models RMSE
Table 3 contains  the RMSE (between observedTable 3 contains  the RMSE (between observed
and predicted Ta) for the four novel models (m1-and predicted Ta) for the four novel models (m1-
m4) and the benchmark model (bm) using eachm4) and the benchmark model (bm) using each
of  the  five  algorithms.  Figures  are  the  averageof  the  five  algorithms.  Figures  are  the  average
RMSE of the 4-fold cross validation. The RMSERMSE of the 4-fold cross validation. The RMSE
unit is Celsius degrees and should be interpretedunit is Celsius degrees and should be interpreted
in the context  of  the climate  change studies  inin the context  of  the climate  change studies  in
which ‘’ errors generally fall in the 2–3 °C rangewhich ‘’ errors generally fall in the 2–3 °C range
while the level of precision generally consideredwhile the level of precision generally considered
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as accurate is 1–2 °C [30]. These accuracy rangesas accurate is 1–2 °C [30]. These accuracy ranges
were regarded in interpreting the results.were regarded in interpreting the results.

Model  4  is  universally  the  poorest  inModel  4  is  universally  the  poorest  in
performance  (RMSE  between  3.5  and  4.7 C)˚performance  (RMSE  between  3.5  and  4.7 C)˚
meaning that Ts (solar radiation) as a sole input∆meaning that Ts (solar radiation) as a sole input∆
can not be used to estimate the air temperature incan not be used to estimate the air temperature in
the forest zone. The other three models tend to bethe forest zone. The other three models tend to be
fairly similar and RMSE is usually between 2 andfairly similar and RMSE is usually between 2 and
3 C (greyed). (see appendices, table 3)˚3 C (greyed). (see appendices, table 3)˚

5.2   The Best Model5.2   The Best Model
The best model in Table 3 is model-2 combinedThe best model in Table 3 is model-2 combined
with the ANFIS algorithm. This model gained thewith the ANFIS algorithm. This model gained the
average (4-folds) RMSE = 2.0314 which is in theaverage (4-folds) RMSE = 2.0314 which is in the
acceptable  accuracy  range  while  fold-3acceptable  accuracy  range  while  fold-3
(fm2fold3)  of  this  model  gave  and  RMSE  =(fm2fold3)  of  this  model  gave  and  RMSE  =
1.9899 as the best model in the testing stage with1.9899 as the best model in the testing stage with
unseen data which is in the ideal accuracy rangeunseen data which is in the ideal accuracy range
(1 – 2 C) Testing data in figure 3 is presented ̊(1 – 2 C) Testing data in figure 3 is presented ̊
with blue dots  where the FIS (Fuzzy Inferencewith blue dots  where the FIS (Fuzzy Inference
System)  output  is  presented  with  red  asterisks.System)  output  is  presented  with  red  asterisks.
(see appendix, figure 3)(see appendix, figure 3)

The  correlation  between  model-2  inputs  (TsN,The  correlation  between  model-2  inputs  (TsN,
TsD) and the output (TaD) in the best model isTsD) and the output (TaD) in the best model is
presented  in  figure  4.  The  smooth  surfacepresented  in  figure  4.  The  smooth  surface
suggests a strong correlation between inputs andsuggests a strong correlation between inputs and
the output (see appendix, figure 4)the output (see appendix, figure 4)

5.3   Model Ranking5.3   Model Ranking
To  compare  the  various  model  and  algorithmTo  compare  the  various  model  and  algorithm
combinations in more detail  they were ranked fromcombinations in more detail  they were ranked from
best performing (R1) to worst (R25) in Table 4. Thebest performing (R1) to worst (R25) in Table 4. The
following points can be concluded:following points can be concluded:

 Model-1 was the best performing model forModel-1 was the best performing model for
three algorithms, although it does contain thethree algorithms, although it does contain the
most inputs.most inputs.

 The  best  overall  combination  was  model-2The  best  overall  combination  was  model-2
combined with ANFIS.combined with ANFIS.

 The  best  algorithm  averaged  across  allThe  best  algorithm  averaged  across  all
models was ANFIS.models was ANFIS.

 LIBSVM and Simple regression trees tendedLIBSVM and Simple regression trees tended
to  perform  relatively  poorly  overall  (seeto  perform  relatively  poorly  overall  (see
appendix, table 4)appendix, table 4)

5.4   Model Reliability and Consistency Rankin5.4   Model Reliability and Consistency Rankingg
Table  5  summarizes  the  reliability  andTable  5  summarizes  the  reliability  and
consistency  rankings  for  each  model.  Toconsistency  rankings  for  each  model.  To
determine model reliability the mean ranking wasdetermine model reliability the mean ranking was
used. To determine model consistency the rangeused. To determine model consistency the range

in the ranking (difference between best and worstin the ranking (difference between best and worst
ranks) was used. A lower mean ranking presentsranks) was used. A lower mean ranking presents
higher reliability.  A lower variation in rankingshigher reliability.  A lower variation in rankings
means higher consistency.means higher consistency.

 Models-1 is the best in reliability rankingModels-1 is the best in reliability ranking
across all algorithms followed by modelsacross all algorithms followed by models
2  and  3.  the  differences  in  consistency2  and  3.  the  differences  in  consistency
ranking  reflect  the  differences  betweenranking  reflect  the  differences  between
different input variables.different input variables.

 Model-4 did not work well in the forestModel-4 did not work well in the forest
zone,  therefore  its  high  consistencyzone,  therefore  its  high  consistency
should be seen in the context  of RMSEshould be seen in the context  of RMSE
results gained by each algorithm (i.e. it isresults gained by each algorithm (i.e. it is
consistently poor)consistently poor)

 Model-2  and  Model-1  have  the  sameModel-2  and  Model-1  have  the  same
ranking variation of 17, but Model-2 hasranking variation of 17, but Model-2 has
lower  boundaries  than  Model-1  so  haslower  boundaries  than  Model-1  so  has
been ranked as third best  in consistencybeen ranked as third best  in consistency
ranking. ranking. 

 The benchmark model comes after novelThe benchmark model comes after novel
models  m1,  m2,  and  m3  in  reliabilitymodels  m1,  m2,  and  m3  in  reliability
ranking  whereas  in  the  consistencyranking  whereas  in  the  consistency
ranking is the last.ranking is the last.

Models Reliability and Consistency RankingModels Reliability and Consistency Ranking

ModelModel RankingRanking

 Average Average

ReliabilityReliability

RankingRanking

RankingRanking

VariationVariation

ConsistencyConsistency
RankingRanking

m1m1 9.29.2 11 1717 44

m2m2 9.89.8 22 1717 33

m3m3 1010 33 1313 22

m4m4 22.222.2 55 55 11

bmbm

13.813.8 44 2020 55

         Table.5 Models reliability and consistency   Table.5 Models reliability and consistency
rankingranking
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5.5   Algorithm Reliability and Consistency 5.5   Algorithm Reliability and Consistency 
rankingranking
The same concepts  were used to determine theThe same concepts  were used to determine the
reliability  and  consistency  rankings  of  eachreliability  and  consistency  rankings  of  each
algorithm in table 6. ANFIS came up as the bestalgorithm in table 6. ANFIS came up as the best
algorithm in reliability ranking across all modelsalgorithm in reliability ranking across all models
followed  by  Polynomial  regression  and  Linearfollowed  by  Polynomial  regression  and  Linear
regression  algorithms.  Linear  regression  is  theregression  algorithms.  Linear  regression  is  the
most  consistent.  The  differences  in  consistencymost  consistent.  The  differences  in  consistency
ranking should be referred as differences betweenranking should be referred as differences between
algorithms  and  models.  The  most  reliablealgorithms  and  models.  The  most  reliable
algorithms  are  not  the  most  consistent  inalgorithms  are  not  the  most  consistent  in
performance.performance.

Algorithms Reliability and Consistency RankingAlgorithms Reliability and Consistency Ranking

AlgorithmAlgorithm RankingRanking
AverageAverage

 Reliability Reliability
RankingRanking

RankingRanking
VariationVariation

 Consistency Consistency
RankingRanking

ANFISANFIS 66 11 1919 55

PolynomialPolynomial
regressionregression

9.89.8 22 1717 44

LinearLinear
regressionregression

1515 33 99 11

SVMSVM 15.215.2 44 1616 33

SimpleSimple
regressionregression

treetree

1919 55 99 22

Table.6, Algorithms Reliability and ConsistencyTable.6, Algorithms Reliability and Consistency
RankingRanking

5.6   Performance Evaluation5.6   Performance Evaluation
The performance of novel models was comparedThe performance of novel models was compared
with  the  benchmark  model.  Overall  the  novelwith  the  benchmark  model.  Overall  the  novel
models outperformed the benchmark model:models outperformed the benchmark model:

 100% (four out of four models) better in100% (four out of four models) better in
the consistency comparisonthe consistency comparison

 75% (three out of four models) better in75% (three out of four models) better in
the reliability comparisonthe reliability comparison

66 DiscussionDiscussion
The forest zone of Kilimanjaro has a generally stableThe forest zone of Kilimanjaro has a generally stable
temperature  regime with slow changes that  make ittemperature  regime with slow changes that  make it
relatively easy to predict Ta from Ts, in comparisonrelatively easy to predict Ta from Ts, in comparison
with other environments on the mountain (not shownwith other environments on the mountain (not shown
in this paper) which can experience rapid fluctuations.in this paper) which can experience rapid fluctuations.
Therefore both Ts and Ta show considerable memoryTherefore both Ts and Ta show considerable memory
from day to day and can be used for predicting eachfrom day to day and can be used for predicting each
other.  Models  1  and  2  both  work  well  and  bothother.  Models  1  and  2  both  work  well  and  both
include Ts during the day and night. This implies highinclude Ts during the day and night. This implies high
coupling  between  air  and  simultaneous  surfacecoupling  between  air  and  simultaneous  surface
temperatures. A proxy for solar heating alone (modeltemperatures. A proxy for solar heating alone (model
4) is less successful, both due to the high number of4) is less successful, both due to the high number of
cloudy  days,  and  the  fact  that  temperature  iscloudy  days,  and  the  fact  that  temperature  is
controlled  as  much by  transpiration  and latent  heatcontrolled  as  much by  transpiration  and latent  heat
flux in the forest, as it is by direct energy balance.flux in the forest, as it is by direct energy balance.

In  the  forest,  the  “surface”  temperature  is  actuallyIn  the  forest,  the  “surface”  temperature  is  actually
strongly influenced by the canopy of the forest (up tostrongly influenced by the canopy of the forest (up to
20-30m above ground level) which is measured as the20-30m above ground level) which is measured as the
effective  surface  by  the  satellites.  This  canopyeffective  surface  by  the  satellites.  This  canopy
temperature is quite well coupled with air temperaturetemperature is quite well coupled with air temperature
within the forest,  thus explaining the success of thewithin the forest,  thus explaining the success of the
models which use Ts as a predictor for Ta.models which use Ts as a predictor for Ta.

Higher  up  the  mountain  where  there  is  much  lessHigher  up  the  mountain  where  there  is  much  less
vegetation,  the  surface  measured  by  the  satellite  isvegetation,  the  surface  measured  by  the  satellite  is
much  nearer  ground  level,  and  it  is  likely  to  bemuch  nearer  ground  level,  and  it  is  likely  to  be
decoupled from the air temperature measured at 2 mdecoupled from the air temperature measured at 2 m
well above the vegetation. Therefore additional workwell above the vegetation. Therefore additional work
will  be  required  to  transfer  these  findings  to  otherwill  be  required  to  transfer  these  findings  to  other
environments on the mountain and elsewhere.environments on the mountain and elsewhere.

This research used the zone data to cover the forestThis research used the zone data to cover the forest
area.  There  are  four  stations  in  this  area.  Threearea.  There  are  four  stations  in  this  area.  Three
stations  are located on the north-east  wall   and thestations  are located on the north-east  wall   and the
fourth  is  located  on  the  south-west  wall  offourth  is  located  on  the  south-west  wall  of
Kilimanjaro  reviving  different  levels  of  solarKilimanjaro  reviving  different  levels  of  solar
radiation. Further research can focus on the stationsradiation. Further research can focus on the stations
to  investigate  the  impact  of  the  location  on  theto  investigate  the  impact  of  the  location  on  the
models.models.

77 ConclusionConclusion
The  research  confirms  the  reliability  of  machineThe  research  confirms  the  reliability  of  machine
learning  algorithms  (especially  ANFIS)  to  estimatelearning  algorithms  (especially  ANFIS)  to  estimate
air  temperature  from  satellite-measured  surfaceair  temperature  from  satellite-measured  surface
temperature  in  a  remote  forested  environment  withtemperature  in  a  remote  forested  environment  with
few  measured  climate  variables.  The  couplingfew  measured  climate  variables.  The  coupling
between  air  temperature  and  surface  temperaturebetween  air  temperature  and  surface  temperature
ensures  model  success  in  the  forested  zone  ofensures  model  success  in  the  forested  zone  of
Kilimanjaro. The results could be applicable to otherKilimanjaro. The results could be applicable to other
forested areas. Further research however is required toforested areas. Further research however is required to
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apply  this  approach  to  other  areas  and  land-coverapply  this  approach  to  other  areas  and  land-cover
types on the mountain, and further afield.types on the mountain, and further afield.
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Appendix:

Models RMSE
Models Inputs ANFIS Polynomial

regression
Linear

regression
LIBSVM Simple

regression tree
Average
RMSE

m1 TsN, TaN, TsDTsN, TaN, TsD 2.042025 2.12 2.337 2.204 2.973 2.335205
m2 TsN, TsDTsN, TsD 2.0314 2.182 2.441 2.262 2.934 2.37008

m3 TaN, Ts∆TaN, Ts∆ 2.069875 2.2 2.442 2.23 2.827 2.353775

m4 Ts∆Ts∆ 3.667775 3.689 3.686 4.186 4.758 3.997355
bm TaNTaN 2.08345 2.214 2.478 4.186 2.88 2.76829

Average RMSE 2.378905 2.481 2.6768 3.0136 3.2744

TTABLEABLE.3 M.3 MODELSODELS RMSE RMSE

Figure 4: The Best Model Surface PlotFigure 4: The Best Model Surface Plot

Models  RankingModels  Ranking
ModelsModels InputsInputs ANFISANFIS PolynomialPolynomial

regressionregression
LinearLinear

regressionregression
LIBSVMLIBSVM Simple regressionSimple regression

treetree
m1m1 TsN, TaN, TsDTsN, TaN, TsD R2R2 R5R5 R12R12 R8R8 R19R19
m2m2 TsN, TsDTsN, TsD R1R1 R6R6 R13R13 R11R11 R18R18

m3m3 TaN, Ts∆TaN, Ts∆ R3R3 R7R7 R14R14 R10R10 R16R16

m4m4 Ts∆Ts∆ R20R20 R22R22 R21R21 R23R23 R25R25

bmbm TaNTaN R4R4 R9R9 R15R15 R24R24 R17R17

TTABLEABLE.4 M.4 MODELSODELS R RANKINGANKING

Figure 3: The Best Model Test ResultsFigure 3: The Best Model Test Results
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